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Abstract—Software Defined Networks (SDNs) is a
network technology developed to deal with several
limitations faced by the current traditional networks.
However, SDN itself is confronted with security
challenges which emanates specifically from its platform,
given the explosive growth in network attacks and threats.
Though many solutions have been developed and
proposed, the continual lack of trust between the SDN
controller and the applications running atop the control
plane poses a great security challenge. SDN controller
can easily be attacked by malicious/compromised
applications which can result in network failure as the
controller represents a single point of failure. Though
trust mechanisms to certify network devices exist,
mechanisms to certify management applications are still
not well developed. Therefore, this paper proposes a
novel direct trust establishment framework between an
OpenFlow-based SDN controller and applications. The
objective is to ensure that SDN controller is protected and
diverse applications that consumes network resources are
always trusted throughout their lifetime. Additionally, the
paper introduce the concept of trust access matrix and
application identity to ensure efficient control of network
resources. We believe that, if the proposed trust model is
adopted in the OpenFlow architecture, it could go a long
way to improve the security of the SDN.
Index Terms—SDN, OpenFlow, Controller, Applications,
Trust Establishment.

I. INTRODUCTION
Computer networks play a vital role in businesses and
have become an integral part of all critical infrastructures
in the society, academia and industries [1][2]. However,
due to the proliferation in the number of services and
devices that the networks support, it becomes complex to
manage diverse the tasks a network is designed to handle.
In particular, the traditional computer network
architecture is crippled with issues such as
communication handling between devices with complex
protocols, difficulties in administering network polices,
issues of security, scalability, robustness, expensive
Copyright © 2017 MECS

capital cost [1][3]. These challenges have limited the
network operations and make it inherently complex to
cope with the dynamic environment and significant
services deliver to end users [1][4][5]. Thus, to deal with
these limitations, a new network technology called
Software Defined Networking (SDN) [4][6] is developed,
having the capability to manage network resources
flexibly and dynamically.
SDN is a network technology which allow networks to
be programmable, more manageable, dynamic, modular,
abstraction-based, and application aware [4][6][7][8].
SDN operates with an architecture that separates network
control from its forwarding. It has a centralized control
plane which lies between the application and data planes.
The control plane houses the SDN controller which is the
brain of the network or control the resources of the entire
network [1][6][9]. SDN is gaining considerable attention
due to its widespread applicability triggered mainly by its
ability to programmatically control the behavior of the
network as well as view in real-time, the state of the
network control [4][5][10]. Moreover, SDN has greatly
improved the use of network resources and provide
benefits of lower operating expenses and capital
expenditure [4][11].
Given the benefits offered, SDN itself is faced with a
host of security challenges emanating from its platform
[4][7]. These security challenges has emerged as a
bottleneck to its growth and adoption [4][12][13]. One
important challenge is the lack trust between the SDN
controller and diverse management applications that runs
atop then control plane. The OpenFlow-based SDN has a
centralized controller, the only decision making entity in
the network. This represent a single point of failure
whereby, a failure will result to the failure of the entire
networks. Thus, the controller poses serious security
challenges to the entire network and has become a
potential target by attackers. One way the controller can
be attacked is through compromised or malicious
applications in the application plane which utilize or
consume network resources [12][14].These applications
present a great and real challenge to SDN and can
possibly do anything maliciously in the network such as
exhaust resources, abuse control messages and overwrites
flow rules if they are malicious or are compromised by an
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attacker [13].Consequently, the attacker can gain control
of the entire network and do whatever pleases them or the
network may fail completely.
Today, we live in a world where cyber-attacks are
skyrocketing, and are becoming more sophisticated and
complex, posing a key concerns for users, organizations
and even the governments. Unfortunately, SDN has not
yet matured towards mitigating several attacks. Though
several security measures have been proposed and
developed such as authentication, authorization, auditing
and access control [1][12][13], several challenges still
exist such as the establishment of trust between SDN
entities [12][13]. Presently, mechanisms to certify
network devices exist but trust establishment mechanisms
to certify SDN applications are still lacking [12][13].
Furthermore, there are no existing mechanisms to identify
if an application is a user, third-party or a network service
application [12]. Therefore, proactive security measure is
indispensable to protect the controller and other critical
entities of the networks.
This paper proposes a unique centralized direct trust
establishment framework to certify the different
management applications that communicate with the
SDN controller to assure that these applications are
always trusted in their intended function. We also present
a theoretical-design framework of the direct trust
establishment system as a defensive mechanism to protect
the network from unanticipated attacks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II is the study background in terms of SDN and its
security. In Section III we discuss various related works,
Sections IV and V discusses the direct trust establishment
system while VI present the proposed SDN controllerapplication trust framework. Lastly, Section VII is the
study conclusion.

21

A typical SDN architecture consist of three key layers
and two communication interface as shown in Fig. 1. The
layers are the application layer, control layer and the data
layer, while interfaces are the northbound and
southbound [1][3].We provide a high level explanation as
follows:
1)

2)

3)

Application layer: It host and manages the
execution of application and services that runs atop
the network infrastructure which consume the
network resources such as network virtualization,
provisioning, intrusion detection/prevention system,
security monitoring, load balancers, etc [1][12].
Applications are allowed to modify network
resources such as policies and routers behavior with
some degree of human intervention.
Data layer: It host the forwarding hardware that are
responsible for the forwarding of data in the
network such as the routers and switches. In this
layer, the management functionality of the
controller is implemented via the SDN-enabled
switch [12].
Control layer: It has a logically centralized but
physically distributed component called the SDN
controller [1]. The controller manages the
intelligences of the whole network, its
programmability as well as the interactions between
the application and the data layer. It provides
network-oriented high level function to applications
and maintain effective communication with network
devices to perform specific tasks such as rules of
forwarding and routing. Additionally, it provides a
global view of the network.
Application
Layer

SDN Applications and Services
Northbound APIs

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Control Layer

SDN Controller (s)

In this section, we discuss in-depth, the SDN, its
security and trust issues.

Southbound APIs

A. Software Defined Networks
SDN is an emerging network paradigm designed to get
rid of the complexity but simplify network control and
management. Its development is considered to be a kind
of disruptive and innovative force in the realm of
computer networks that has positively impacted all actors
such as network devices, operators, service providers
[1][2]. SDN technique is based on the programmability of
the network and its services by decoupling the data plane
and the control plane [1][13]. The core idea behind the
decoupling in the SDN architecture stems from the fact
that devices of the network such as switches, routers, etc.
will be used for forwarding while the centralized layer,
SDN controller in particular, will deal with the
intelligences of the entire networks. The controller is
positioned to provide an abstract view of the entire
network through an interface, manages distributed
network resources as well as decides on the control of the
resources in a logically centralized fashion [1][9].
Copyright © 2017 MECS

SDN data
forwarding
elements

Data Layer

SDN-Enabled
Sw itches

Fig.1. High-level view of SDN architecture

4)

5)

Northbound SDN interface: This interface are
mainly application programming interface (API)
designed to implement application-to-control layer
communication. It implement the needed abstraction
to facilitate the abstract view of the core network [1].
Southbound interface: This interface implements the
control-to-data plane communication. It implement
protocols required for effective communication with
diverse devices of the network. In particular, the
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communication between the controller and the
switch. This interface facilitates the handling of
traffic of existing switching devices of the data layer
by administrators simply by pushing out the
controller decisions [1][12].
Fig. 1, shows the decoupling nature of the SDN
architecture that is not found in the conventional
networks. Moreover, they have wide spread applicability
such as in cloud computing and Internet of Things (IoT),
as well as has the potential to reduce capital cost due to
inexpensive components like switches, etc. SDN is
gaining momentum and currently, the OpenFlow
[1][9][15] is the ideal architecture used for implementing
a prototype network application. However, the OpenFlow
SDN-based architecture is faced with several challenges
which are dominated by security issues [1][8]. In addition,
several solutions have been developed and proposed with
the goal of designing a secure and dependable SDN.
B. SDN Security and Trust
In this section, we provide discussion on both general
security issues in SDN and trust management.
1)

SDN security: Security can be viewed as an
assurance of data authenticity, integrity and
confidentiality [12]. Security is one of the driving
force of SDN due to the sharp rise in sophisticated
attacks on the networks [16]. However, SDN is an
emergent technology for which security poses a
great challenge. SDN raises new security and data
protection
threats
originating
from
the
programmability and the decoupling nature of its
architecture [1][3][8][13][17]. Despite SDN benefits,
it also brings about opportunities for attacks on the
networks. This is due to the fact that security was
not considered in its initial architecture [1] and
security issues have not been thoroughly studied
[18]. Consequently, the three layers of the
OpenFlow-based SDN architecture are seen as the
primary targets by potential attacks.

Several studies have highlighted the different security
challenges in the SDN‟s OpenFlow architecture where
different threats have been identified. Such threats
include attacks on communication, controller –
applications vulnerabilities, lack of trust between SDN
controller and applications or switches [13][14]. Others
include securing and protecting the controller, ensuring
application integrity, unauthorized access, distributed
denial of service (DDoS)[18][19]. For instance, the SDN
can be attacked through the SDN API in the northbound
or via compromised or malicious network applications
running atop the controller [13][18]. Consequently,
danger can be posed when a hacker exploit the network
programmability to take over the control of the entire
networks in which traffic can be rerouted or even
duplicated to carry out unauthorized operations. In
particular, the interaction between the SDN controller and
the various applications (either user, third-party or
Copyright © 2017 MECS

network service applications [12][13][19]) that runs atop
the network infrastructure poses great risks. Applications
like intrusion detection system could request the network
to filter traffic or a MapReduce-style application could
request bandwidth guarantees to improve performance
[1][12]. An attacker can exploit the vulnerabilities of
these management applications to compromise the
controller in terms of its confidentiality, integrity and
availability [12]. If applications are malicious or
compromised by an attacker, the control of the entire
network can be gained to cause conflicting configuration
and delicate users information can be accessed to forge
authorized flows or even fail the entire networks [13][19].
Other challenges posed by these malicious or
compromised applications include service chain
interference,
gateway
to
unauthorized
access,
manipulation of SDN internal storage, abuse of SDN
control messages, exhaustion of resources, and so on
[12][19].
With these security challenges faced by SDN, many
research efforts have been channeled to improving them.
This is because, threats emanating from cyber activities
are growing exponentially and more sophisticated where
the potential impact of a successful attack on network like
the SDN may be catastrophic [20]. Thus, it is critically
essential that various SDN security threats should be
attended to at the early stage in order to reap the benefits
it offers.
2)

Trust establishment: To ensure networks reliability
and eliminate attacks especially in an open and
dynamic setting like SDN, trust and reputation are
indispensable [21][22]. They are important in
emergent network technologies like the SDN to
defend and boost end-users confidence.Trust can be
defined as the degree of belief that an entity (trustor)
and other entities (trustees) are consistent in their
behaviors in a normal way for any intended
functions [5][22][23]. It is established based on
one‟s historical experience and observation of others
actions. Trust plays a critical factor in decisionmaking and its relationships between peers help
establish confidence. On the other hand, reputation
constitute the expectations one has about the
behaviour of an entity based on previous behaviour.
Reputation is sometimes confused with trust but is
used to determine trust. Accordingly, trust model is
the method used to specify, assess, setup, and ensure
trust relationship among entities [23]. Trust
management offers an effective way to assess trust
relationships between entities and will help them in
making intelligent decision to communicate and
collaborate.

In the light of the above discussion where malicious
applications can be used to compromise the SDN
controller, it is important that some elements of trust exist
between SDN applications and the controller in order to
communicate in a trustworthy manner. Several studies
have recommended the establishment of trust between
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SDN controller and the network applications
[8][12][13][14][19][24]. With the existence of dynamic
trust model, malicious/compromised applications can be
rid of and entities identity authenticated before control
messages are exchanged [19][24]. In this case, the SDN
controller can be protected by using trust to assess the
trustworthiness of the SDN applications using behavior
observation. However, trust establishment between SDN
entities are still lacking. Most studies on trust
establishment have been geared towards SDN controllerswitch [12][13] while few exist for controllerapplications such as in [18]. Thus, this paper proposes a
theoretical-design framework for trust establishment
between the applications and the controller to ensure that
applications are trusted during their life-time.

III. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we highlight some of the research
efforts that have been made to address security challenges
in the SDN. We group these works into two categories:
survey works that have made these challenges known and
works that have already addressed some of the issues.
Akhunzada et al. [12] conducted a comprehensive
survey on the state-of-the–art in the OpenFlow-based
SDN security solutions on different layers/interfaces,
current security issues, challenges and research directions
for a secure and dependable SDN. The studies offered
promising possible solutions such as trust establishment
mechanisms between entities in the SDN and strong
encryption. The survey found that SDN security is still at
its nascent stage. Similar studies have been performed by
Wenjuang et al. [13], Ali et al. [20], Scott-Hayward et al.
[19] and Chen et al. [24]. Moreover, Kreutz et al.[14]
strongly advocated for the importance of integrating
security and dependability into SDN design and outline
various threats categories which SDN can be attacked
with such as, forged traffic flows, attacks on
vulnerabilities in controllers and switches, attacks on
control plane communication, lack of trust between
controller and management applications and so on.
Wen et al. [25] provided a defensive measure against
potential network attacks launched via the controller API
interface to protect the networks from misconfiguration
by malicious applications. In the approach called PermOF,
kernel modules of the controller are isolated at runtime
which prevent applications from calling the controller
directly with a set of fine-grained permission. Porras et al.
[26] also proposed a security enforcement kernel solution
known as FortNOX to deal with the issues of malicious,
compromised applications based on a role-based
authentication. However, the approach is limited by not
being able to determine appropriate security authorization
levels. In a related study, Shin et al. [27] proposed an
approach called ROSEMARY to advance the resilience
of the control plane to both error-prone and malicious
applications using a micro- network operating system
(NOS) architecture. The solution splits network
applications from the trusted computing end of the NOS,
monitors and control both network resources each
Copyright © 2017 MECS
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application consumed and application operations and so
on. Chandrasekaran and Benson [16] also worked on an
approach to deal with failures consequence of SDN
application on the reliability of the controller. To avoid
SDN application failure affecting the controller
negatively, isolation layer and fault tolerance layers to
ensure both security and availability were recommended.
Joeng et al. [18] proposed a trust support approach
between the controller and applications in the SDN. It
uses several „redundant‟ controllers capable of running in
different execution environments other than relying on
one controller. All forms of network configuration
requests emanating from the controllers are subject to
comparison and only sent to the network if found
sufficiently consistent and trustable. Accordingly, Yan et
al. [28] also proposed a framework for 5G security and
trust in a virtualized networking setting. Trust in
computing platform and SDN security is ensured by
applying adaptive trust evaluation, management and
viable trusted computing technologies. Trustworthy
services across the virtualized networks is securely
deploy via cloud.
Sun and Yang [15] developed a trust establishment
model and proposed approaches to analyze its process to
protect distributed networks against several malicious
attacks. The basic components of the model are shown on
Fig. 2. The proposed analysis methods were implemented
and validation performed using simulations. The analysis
approaches are specifically used for comprehending trust
establishment process as well as to quantitatively
compare different trust models.
In these studies [12][13][14][19][20] and [24] brought
together the state-of-the-art in OpenFlow-based SDN
security challenges, solutions and research directions.
[25][26][27] and [16] addressed the protection of the
controller from compromised/malicious applications. In
particular, while [26] enforces application authorization
to protect the network, [27] and [16] protect the network
against the threats from compromised/malicious
applications. In addition, [18] and [28] deals with the use
of trust between SDN entities to protect the SDN. Though
the approach in [15] is not related to SDN, this paper is
going to adopt the trust establishment system as a guide
to the design of our trust model for SDN controllerapplications.

Fig.2. Elements of Trust Establishment System [15]
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IV. PROPOSED TRUST ESTABLISHMENT FRAMEWORK
Confidentiality, integrity, availability supported by
methods of authentication, authorization and so on
constitutes the basic properties of a secure
communication networks [12][17][20][29].
They
combine together to provide a network in which its assets,
data and communication connections through the network
are made secured and protected against all forms of
intentional or unintentional attacks and damage [29][30].
Trust establishment constitute an important security
mechanism to defend against malicious attacks that has
been common in today‟s networks. It has played critical
roles in several network paradigms such as sensor
networks [15]. The goal of trust establishment in
networks especially in distributed networks is to assist in
detecting computing and communicating entities that are
not trustworthy as well as helps in decision making [15].
Based on the nature of the SDN architecture where only
one controller controls the entire network, this paper
deemed it important to protect the controller from various
malicious/compromised applications. Therefore, this
section discusses the proposal of a direct trust
establishment model between the SDN controller and
applications.
A. Trust Model Design
In order to model the establishment of trust between
the SDN controller and its management applications, we
adopted the trust framework proposed by [15] which
deals with direct and indirect trust establishment and
analysis designed as shown in Fig. 2. The choice of the
trust model in [15] is based on the fact that it is effective
for distributed networks and provides a guide for
designing a better trust establishment approaches. To this
end, we performed modification on the model to derive
the trust model captured in Fig. 3. In particular, our
approach rely only on the direct trust and the core
elements are discussed.
SDN Controller - Application Trust Establishment System
A
p
p
l
i
c
a
t
i
o
n

Observation-based

Trust Relation 1

s or f

Trust Relation 2

s or f

Trust Relation 3

s or f

.......

.......

Recommender
Direct Trust
Computation

Trust
Establishment

Observation
Buffer

Recommendation
To SDN Controller
Based on Trust
Value
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B. Trust Establishment Analysis
The components of the trust establishment analysis as
adopted from [15] is shown in Fig. 4. They include:
 Direct trust calculation for trust evaluation based on
previous interaction.
 The direct interaction between SDN controller and
applications as well as their trust establishment.
 Direct trust analysis which is the core of trust
establishment analysis.
 Metrics set for security and performance trust
evaluation approaches.
SDN Controller-Application Trust
Establishment Analysis

Direct
Trust
Analysis

Trust record: This is a component of the trust model
where information about trust relationship and the
trust values are collected and stored. In the

(1)

We assume that the SDN controller is protecting itself
from compromised/malicious applications. Thus, the
choice of the direct trust is to enable the controller
directly observe the behavior of the different and diverse
applications to determine if they are malicious or not.
Direct trust computation is the component designed for
computing the trust value of the relationship between the
two SDN entities, in terms of success, s or failure, f.

Direct Interaction
Behaviour

I
n
t
e
r
f
a
c
e

Fig.3. Trust establishment model

1)

DTCApp = DTRrust(s,f)

Se curity &
Pe rforma nce
Ana lysis

I
n
t
e
r
f
a
c
e

Trust Record
Relationship

C
o
n
t
r
o
l
l
e
r

2)

perspective of SDN, we assumed a trust relationship
is established between the controller and the
applications. Emphasis therefore, is placed on
checking if the controller trust the applications to
perform different tasks/actions with regards to
network resource consumption. The relationship can
be represented as: {controller: application, action}.
Moreover, the measure of the trustworthiness in the
trust relationship is given by a trust value.
Direct trust and computation: Trust establishment in
computer networks can either be done by direct or
indirect approach [15]. In this paper, we assume the
direct trust establishment which is based on
observation of the activities performed by SDN
applications when comsuming network resources.
That is, whether the interaction between controllerapplication is successful (s) or a failure (f) [15].
Thus, the direct trust value can be computed by
DTrust(s,f) while DTCapp represents controllerapplication the direct trust where DTCApp can be a
vector.

Direct Trust
Computation
Fig.4. Trust Establishment Analysis
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As shown in Fig. 4, both direct trust computation of the
trust record and the interaction between SDN controllerapplications are inputs to analyze trust in the system. The
end-product will be set of metrics that will be used to
assess the security/performance of the SDN controller.
We provide an in-depth explanation as follows.
1)

Input: To analyze the trust establishment, we
employ the direct interaction between SDN
controller and applications as well as the direct trust
computation.
 Direct trust comuputation has already been
discussed in Section IV A. It will be used to
establish trust for applications that had previously
interacted with the controller using the trust value s
or f.
 Direct interaction and behaviour model: We assume
there is interaction bewteen SDN applications and
the controller. The probability of such interaction is
thus, the trust establishment factor. This is used to
establish trust for the first time interaction and it
describe the behavior of good and bad applications.
For clarity, we assumed applications are of three
types: the good (g), the bad (b) and the malicious
(m). For a given interaction between the two entities,
result can either be s or f. The probability of
interaction with a good application which is success
is αp and with a bad application which is also
success is βp. The probability of interaction with a
malicious application which is success is γp. The
model can be described by the three parameters: αp,
βp and γp. as shown in TABLE I.
Table 1. Model Inputs
Input Perspective

Parameters

Direct Interaction behaviour

αp, βp, γp

Direct Trust calculation

DTrust(s,f)

V. DIRECT TRUST ESTABLISHEMNT
In the event of communication between the SDN
controller and the applications, the approach to establish
direct trust is shown in Fig. 3. To avoid
malicious/compromised applications crashing the SDN
controller, we suggest that a direct trusted connection be
established and each entities (i.e. applications)
authenticated before control messages are exchanged
between them. In this case, we assumed the controller is
active and continuously observing the behavior of each
application. At the end of each interaction, the controller
can update the trust record in the trust model which is
used as a ticket for next interaction admission. To this
end, we introduce the concept of Trust Access Matrix
(TAM), application identity and secure handshake
connection.
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Table 2. Trust Access Matrix

SU ID

R1

R2

R3

Rn

APP1
x
x
APP2
x
x
APP3
x
APPn-1
x
x
x
APPn
x
x
x
x
Obi=Ri= resource, X = read, write, modify, view, etc, APPi=application

A. Trust Access Matrix
TAM is the access matrix which is composed of the
subjects, Su and the Objects, Ob. The subjects are the
various applications that will access the SDN controller
while the Objects, Ob are the network resources managed
by the SDN controller. The relationship between the Su
and the Ob is captured by TAM with rights drawn from a
set of rights, X in each entry given by TAM[su, ob], where
suϵSu, obϵOb, and TAM[su, ob] ⊆ X. The subject su has the
set of rights TAM [su, ob] over the object, ob. Hence, the
set of protection states of the system is governed by the
triple (Su, Ob, TAM). TAM is shown in TABLE II.
B. Application Identity and Handshake Connection
In order to facilitate the authorization of network
resources for application to ensure easier access to the
controller in terms of priority, configuration requests and
others, the present SDN OpenFlow-based architecture has
no mechanism in place to differentiate between user,
third-party and network service applications that request
or consumes network resources. Thus, to bridge this gap
and to facilitate efficient control of resource allocation
and utilization, we recommend the categorization of
applications into types with identities, IDs. That is,
different applications should be identified as follows: user
applications with ID =, APPu, Third-party applications
with ID =APPtp and the network service applications with
ID = APPns. To control the access to and the consumption
of network resources, each IDs will be allocated
privileges/rights that are appropriate in the TAM as
shown in TABLE II. Based on the privileges/rights given,
the behavior of each application will be monitored
whenever there is interaction and be used for the basis of
trust establishment and onward permission for resources
consumption if found trustworthy. The process involve is
shown in Fig. 5.
i.
ii.

iii.

iv.
v.

Process of Trust Establishment
For a given Su do
SDN Controller determine applications, Su = {Su1, Su2….
Suk} which it will directly interact with in a given time, t.
The interaction is guided by the TAM maintained by the
controller.
The interaction between the controller and the Su may
succeed or fail based on the direct interaction behavior
and direct trust computation.
Success indicate an APP accessed the right R
designated for it, otherwise, fail.
SDN controller can updates its direct trust record about Su
based on the outcome: f or s
End for
Fig.5. Trust Establishment Process
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To further ensure that the controller is protected from
all forms of malicious attack, a secure connection
between the SDN controller-applications is recommended.
Thus, before a control messages are exchanged, the
controller has to certify the identity of each application.
This is possible by assuming a handshake connection as
shown in Fig. 7.

the framework indicates that trust must be established
first between controller-applications before an interaction
or control messages can take place. The process involve
is represented by a handshake transaction shown in Fig. 7.
Application

Controller

REQ
UES
T

VI. PROPOSED SDN CONTROLLER-APPLICATIONS DIRECT
TRUST FRAMEWORK
This section presents the architecture of the SDN and
the trust establishment model between the SDN controller
and the applications. As a core contribution of this paper,
we present the proposed basic improvements to the
existing SDN OpenFlow-based architecture as follows:
A.

Trust Establishment Model

This model will be used to establish trust between the
application and the controller to ensure that the
applications are trustworthy enough to gain access to
utilize network resources. The operations and the idea
behind this model has been discussed in Section IV. The
SDN trust framework is captured in Fig. 6.

APP1

APPn

SDN Northbound Interfaces (NBIs)

Control Plane

Secure connection

NBI Agent

Trust
Establishment
System

SDN Control Logic
CDPI Driver

Trust Access
Table

SDN Controller

Fig.6. SDN Controller-Applications Trust Framework

B.

Trust Access Table

In the SDN control plane, this table is proposed to store
TAM. It identifies each application, SDN resources and
the given rights or actions a particular application can
exercise when interacting with the controller. The design
of TAM has already been discussed in Section IV.
C.

Basic Operations

In Fig. 6, we present the structure of the SDN
controller-applications with a trust computing capability
and secure connection. It shows how SDN applications
will communicates with the controller to make request to
use the network resources. Given the SDN architecture,
Copyright © 2017 MECS
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Generate Flow Rules
Perform Update (e.g trust record, other controllers,

As shown in Fig. 7, for any transaction between
controller-application, the application will have to sends a
secure connection request to the SDN controller which is
managed by the NBI Agent. On receipt of the request, the
NBI agent of the controller will have to verify the
applications‟ identity to authenticate if is a valid
application (e.g. APPu, APPtp and APPns) or unrecognized
application. Upon verification, the controller sends
response back to the application confirming if connection
is granted or not. Then, the application authenticates the
controller‟s identity and finally sends its network
requirements
request
(e.g.
network
statistics,
configuration, bandwidth, latency, and so on) depending
on the response from the controller. At this juncture, upon
the receipt, the controller NBI agent will authenticate the
network requirement requests, check and resolve any
conflicting policy based on the following factors:
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Application Identity
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 If the request is for the first time, in accordance with
TAM, the controller will generate the necessary
flow rules to implement the application service.
Moreover, it will update the trust record based on
the interaction and behavior of the application with s
or f, updates other controllers if available and finally
sends the acknowledgment back to the SDN
application.
 If the request is not for the first time, the controller
will first check the trust record for previous
connection, interaction and behavior. In this case, if
the trust value is f, the SDN controller will halt the
application from performing any operation. But if s,
the controller will generate the necessary flow rules
to implement the application service in accordance
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with TAM. Furthermore, the trust record will be
updated based on the outcome of such transaction: s
or f, updates other controllers if available and finally
sends the acknowledgment back to the SDN
application. Note, at the end of each interaction, the
trust record is updated with the current trust value
and overrides any previous record.

[7]

[8]

[9]

VII. CONCLUSION
Software defined network is a network paradigm with
an innovative improvement that enable network
administrators to configure and manage network
resources very quickly. It also assist in meeting changing
needs of the users/devices dynamically with flexible
network traffic flow adjustment. Nevertheless, in spite of
the benefits and SDN being at its nascent stage, SDN is
faced with series of challenges where security is at the
top. Therefore, in this paper we identified one security
challenges faced by OpenFlow-based SDN and proposed
a countermeasure. This paper proposed and presented a
novel trust establishment framework to ensure the
communication between the SDN controller and the
different applications are trusted and safe. We presented
the design of the trust framework and theoretically
discussed the operations of each component. With the
framework, we believe that the controller being a single
point of failure in the SDN can be protected given
different sophisticated attacks that exist today. By having
trusted applications, the controller can be protected and
intelligent decisions can be made to communicate and
collaborate effectively. Though the framework is
theoretical, we consider it an important aspect of our
future works to implement the idea discussed in this
paper and evaluate its effectiveness and performance on a
real-world network. The importance of this paper is that it
serve as a stepping stone in the design and
implementation of an effective security countermeasure
in the OpenFlow-based SDN.
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